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A newsletter.
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Dear Friends:
Catalyze programs or build systems?  That’s a somewhat oversimplified way to
describe one of the choices that a foundation like ours has to make.  The overall goal
of our grantmaking is clear: to help organizations cultivate, transmit, and apply
Jewish wisdom and sensibilities more effectively, thereby helping Jews and others
lead better lives and shape a better world.  What is often less clear is how best to
achieve this goal.
 
The most obvious route is to support programs that encourage people to engage
with Jewish Wisdom in one or more of its variety of forms (text, story, practice, etc.)
and to use what they experience and learn to enrich one or more dimensions of their
lives (personal development, family life, professional practice, social improvement,
etc.).  The largest number of our grants seek to do just this.  Sometimes this involves
starting a new program, piloting and testing a new model.  Sometimes it involves
expanding an existing successful program to reach a larger or different constituency. 
And, sometimes it involves helping an organization to consolidate learnings from its
work to serve as a springboard for what may become an array of new, expanded,
and improved programs in the future.
 
It’s this last type of grant that begins to suggest the potential of another category of
grantmaking that comes at our goal from a different angle.  We make no secret of the
fact that as a foundation we believe that ongoing innovation is an important
precondition for helping more individuals engage with Jewish wisdom and
sensibilities.  While new programs may be the outputs of such innovation, innovation
itself does not emerge in a vacuum (or even usually in garages).  As a result, we
support a number of organizations and initiatives whose role is to create and sustain
a climate and a system of supports that foster innovation.

http://us9.campaign-archive2.com/?u=bf382412726c0a2769ab0922a&id=e7b2ddb0db&e=%5BUNIQID%5D


 
However, it’s not only innovation, but all organizations aspiring to high performance
that benefit from having strong support systems behind them.  These systems build
and facilitate the effective flow of human, intellectual, social, and financial capital so
that the organizations responsible for creating dynamic programs have a much better
chance of doing so successfully.  Sometimes, then, the most effective way to achieve
our programmatic goals as a foundation may be to strengthen the systems –
networks, associations, intermediary organizations – that frontline organizations look
to and connect with to do things they cannot do or do as well on their own.
 
So, we’ve decided to have our cake and eat it too.  We will continue to look for and
support creative organizations across the spectrum of Jewish life that are pioneering
new and better ways to cultivate, transmit, and apply Jewish wisdom and sensibilities
programmatically.  And, we will continue to seek opportunities to strengthen support
systems for innovation and for high performance generally to help the large and
diverse group of organizations that today are renewing and transforming American
Jewish life.
 
And, in the end, that’s what our foundation and this season are all about.  Wishing
you all a shanah tovah u’metukah.

Yours,
Jon Woocher,
President
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We just feel so...BOXED IN.
You "like" us - now be sure to SEE us.

Only 10% of our followers see any given status we post on Facebook…which
makes it hard to have a conversation. How can we ask for your insights and
answers if you never see our questions?
 
You can now control what you see in your Facebook feed!
 

Go to our page: www.facebook.com/lkflt
Hover over the button where it says you “Liked” us and a menu will pop
up. 
Click “Get notifications” and then click “see first.”

 
In return, we’ll continue posting eclectic material and provocative questions –
all the better for you to chime in on.
 

GIVING 
The new film The Making of A Mensch reframes questions of character
development through the lens of the Mussar tradition.  The film itself is a

http://www.facebook.com/lkflt


worthy project, and what really excited us was its creators' plan for its
distribution and use (and those innovative tools including a "Periodic Table of
Being a Mensch"!).

We were honored to partner to help make this film the seed of larger
conversation, providing support for a variety of ways to engage with the ideas -
as communities, families, individuals.  We'd love to hear how you grapple with
this material as part of the spirit of self-reflection that's part of the Yamin
Noraim, the Days of Awe...so if you see The Making of A Mensch, we'd LOVE
to hear your thoughts.

Character Day is September 18.  Want to get involved?

Screen The Making of a Mensch
See the film that started this project: The Science of Character.
Sign up for free resources.
If you're in San Francisco, join a live event at the JCCSF on Character
Day.

 

NEW PODCAST!  Episode 2 of
Becoming Jewishly Sensible features
Sarah Lefton of G-dcast, discussing
Shevirah, or Brokenness - the Jewish
Sensibility that urges us to embrace
imperfection.

Give a listen for insights on working in
a team, working in a creative field, and
parenting in an imperfect world.

LEARNING
Often we learn from our grant partners and grantees, but there are times when
we are privileged to learn with significant secular scholars. Rabbi Lee Moore
was recently able to attend a presentation by Dan Ariely, the James Duke
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Professor of Psychology and Behavioral Economics at Duke University and
Yael Melamede, the filmmaker behind (dis)Honesty.  One of the things they
talked about was their informal survey of a number of rabbis, to ask: if they had
to choose just one of the Ten Commandments, which would it be?  

“Keep Shabbat” was the unanimous consensus – because the other
commandments can be deduced and arrived at “by yourself,” they all make
sense to a basically moral person.  But Shabbat, they feel, is counterintuitive.
If one has a goal in life, why wouldn’t you want to work on it all the time? Why
would you choose to take time off?  Where is the virtue in rest?  And so we
really need this one commandment - to help us regulate ourselves.

One of Dan’s lines of research is in ego-depletion – a form of mental
exhaustion from the repetitive stress that occurs each time we make a difficult
decision, and saps our energy and ability to make our next decision.  In
discussing Shabbat, he notes: As we struggle in our daily lives, we get
exhausted. Even thinking about a decision depletes us. Eventually, everything
feels like a heavy weight, and we drop it. Shabbat replenishes us, which we
need - even if we don’t feel the need coming.

Do your Shabbat practices work to activate this form of psychological
restoration?  Does Shabbat serve as a foundational Sensibility for your identity
as a Jew?  What are your observations and experiences?
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Join A Conversation
We loved this column on #asktherebbetzin - She was asked: When is the right
time to start Jewish Education?  

How about now?  
Is the better question WHY?
Is the better question HOW?  (And how can conventional, traditional
models blend with innovations?  We offer this app from G-dcast - an
interactive book and a virtual shofar you can blow - as an example of
invention that plays well with tradition.  Great for waking up those who are
listening...)

SHARING
 
Ancient rhythms of seasons - both in the physical and emotional worlds -

are essential to #LivingTorah. 

Here are some of the ideas we're contemplating, these last days of Elul.  

Surrender the idea that we can control everything.  (From Interfaith Family)

http://www.becausejewish.com/rebbetzins-page/2015/8/11/ask-the-rebbetzin-when-to-start-jewish-learning
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/wake-up-world-interactive/id692072247?ls=1&mt=8
http://www.g-dcast.com/wake-up-world/
http://www.interfaithfamily.com/blog/iff/death-and-mourning/one-thing-we-cant-control/
http://www.interfaithfamily.com/


Forgiveness is for the giving. (A poem by Rachel Kann on Hevria.  These
beautiful words resonated so deeply that we also dove into research that
deeply links forgiveness, altruism, and gratitude.)

Find the art in the world around you. (A Slate book review, recommended by
JewishStudioProject, who provoked us to think of the Jewish implications)

Take time to walk in the fields (A story and suggested practice from Lisa
Goldstein of the Institute for Jewish Spirituality)  Turns out there's research
suggesting a walk in the fields can change your brain activity (and improve
mental health) - public report here, original published study here

And...we are still searching for the perfect honey cake.  Here are two
contenders.  Try both and let us know which you prefer - or send us your family
recipe!
"Majestic and Moist" from Smitten Kitchen
"Honey Apple Cake" from Tori Avey, the blogger formerly known as Shiksa in
the Kitchen 

 

What else should we be sharing?  Click here to send us your
recommendations!
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